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Art as Parshanut: A Systematic Analysis of Art as Commentary
We bring here a systematic pedagogic suggestion for examining works of art that are
based on texts.
According to this suggestion, there are five stages of examination that can be made
into a work-page or can be asked in the classroom. We suggest, for each stage, a
number of questions that can be asked.
1. First reactions.
2. Identification of the subject – between the story and the
picture.
3. Artistic fashioning – describing what the artist has done.
4. Examining the meaning.
5. Connecting back with the text.

1. First reactions
- What catches your eye in the picture? What feeling or atmosphere does the picture
evoke?
- At first glance, what do you like or dislike in the picture?
- Does the picture remind you of anything or make you think of anything specific?
2. Identification of the subject – between the story and the picture.
- What is shown from the p'shat of the biblical story? (Characters, events, ideas,
values).
- What if anything, did the artist leave out?
- What did the artist add to the text as he or she came to express his or her version of
the text?
- Give a title to the painting and sum up what is the main emphasis of the picture.
3. Artistic fashioning – describing what the artist has done.
- What means has the artist used to portray the story? Note the colours (warm, cold,
realistic, imaginative etc.), technique (oil, water, brushstrokes etc), the use of light and
shade, the lines (broad, delicate, clear, unclear etc.), the organization of the subject
(composition, location of figures and objects, size of objects and people, accentuation
and emphasis etc.).
- How do the artistic means focus the main emphasis and the message of the picture?
- Which of the techniques of the artist had the most effect on you? .
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- Compare the artistic means used to those that appear in other pictures in this series?
4. Examining the meaning.
- What is the meaning of the choice of figures and subjects that the artist has put in the
picture or those that the artist has left out?
- What human problems was the artist attempting to address in the picture?
- What lies behind the artistic choices that the artist has made in terms of how the
scene is portrayed?
- What is the personal meaning of this picture to you when compared to other pictures
in the series being viewed?
5. Connecting back with the text.
- Looking back now on the text, what were the gaps or the questions opened up by the
text, that the artist attempted to address?
- What contribution did the culture and the period of the artist make to the picture?
- Compare the picture as a midrash of the text with classic Rabbinic midrashim
(brought in the booklet) and with other pictures in the series. What are the central
questions that both the Rabbis and the artists attempt to answer? How are the answers
they give similar or different?
- In your opinion, to what extent did the artist succeed in listening to the messages and
the problems of the biblical texts and succeed in creating a novel point of view in
understanding the story?
- To what extent does the picture succeed in speaking to you and your
generation, in relation to the other pictures in this series?
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Art of Barrenness: Sarai and Hagar
1. Toni Dubovski, Sarah (20th C.)
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2. Rembrandt,
Sarai, Hagar and Avram
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3. Salomon de Bray
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4. Rembrandt, Hagar Pregnant
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5. Saul Raskin, Hagar at the Well with the Angel (1944)
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6. Pietro da Cortona (1596, Italy) Hagar's Homecoming
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7. Rembrandt, Three Angels Visit Abraham and Sarah
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8. Joachim Pechau,
Annunciation to Sarah (Germany, born 1929)
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9. Saul Raskin, Isaac's Weaning Party
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Art and the Tanakh: The Expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael
We bring six versions of the scene. Four of them are by Dutch painters and two are
by Italians. There are those who suggest that the Dutch felt a particular affinity for
the scene because they struggled for so long with the tyranny of Spain and thus
identified strongly with the downtrodden who were maltreated by those with power.
Whether or not this is the reason, they certainly created some powerful works on the
subject. Let us begin by examining each picture and suggesting an interpretation of
our own.1

1. REMBRANDT VAN RIJN. Dutch painter and etcher. (1606-69)
Rembrandt was fascinated by the Bible, especially the Hebrew Bible, and he painted many scenes from
the Torah, some of them several times. One of the scenes which he painted repeatedly was the scene in
question, the expulsion of Hagar. We have at least five different portrayals of the scene that come from
his hand, four sketches and one full painting. Each of them is different in detail and some are very
singular in their treatment of the theme. We choose here one of the etchings, which represents the most
famous version of the scene by Rembrandt.
Here all five characters in the story are represented, Hagar, Ishmael, Avraham, Sarah and Yitzchak.
Avraham is the central figure but he is not in control of the situation. His hands are outstretched in
what looks like an attempt to explain himself to Hagar and perhaps (a young) Ishmael, but it is clear
that they (Hagar especially) have turned their backs on him and are not interested in his explanations,
or his self-justifications which will clearly not change the basic tragic situation. Hagar is weeping
profusely. The one who is controlling the situation is clearly Sarah, who appears to be enjoying the
scene from behind the wall of her house. She will remain in domestic comfort, with her house, her
dog, her husband and her son. She clearly has no concern for the woman and child that she has cast out
to an unknown fate and possible death. Sarah here is cruel and strong. Avraham is perhaps well
meaning but ultimately impotent. Isaac is young and uninvolved. Hagar is the mortified victim and
Esau accompanies his mother into exile. The bow on his back is a hint of his future status as an archer
and perhaps a symbol of his new role as protector of his mother.

1

Much of the background work for this section was done by Dr. Jo Milgram who has been a
pioneering Jewish educator in her use of art to explore the biblical text. Thank you!!!
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1. REMBRANDT VAN RIJN
2. ADRIAN VAN DER WERFT. Dutch painter. (1654-1722)
This picture, by a younger contemporary of Rembrandt, has some similarities with the previous
picture. Once again Avraham is gesturing with both hands in some kind of placatory gesture, towards
the boy and the young mother. Once again the powerful figure is Sarah, here portrayed with a bitter
mouth rather than the smile of her previous picture and she stands, again, behind a pillar - a physical
barrier between her and the emotions played out in the main scene.
Hagar is portrayed as a young sensuous woman (in Greek classical dress – it has been suggested that
this is the dress of the goddess Diana, the goddess of the hunt, able to manage in the wild). However,
her scanty clothes and those of Ishmael seem to represent a vulnerability which heightens the
poignancy of the scene. Neither she or Ishmael have turned their back on Avraham. She goes forward
(accepting fate?) but she turns towards Avraham, perhaps to make him feel his guilt more strongly, or
possibly in a gesture of affection and even love, to which he might well be responding (she is young
and attractive!)
The most interesting thing here perhaps is the seeming ambivalence of the two youngsters. Ishmael
is clearly reluctant to go despite the fact that he is accompanying Hagar. He looks back (towards
Yitzchak? towards his home?), and one foot and hand clearly express his reluctance to go. Yitzchak
smilingly grasps his father's cloak, either out of a sense that his father is staying with him (victory?), or
in a gesture of offering it towards the departing Ishmael as a gesture of contact and communication
(peacemaking?).
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2. ADRIAN VAN DER WERFT
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3. GEO GUERCINO. Italian artist of the Bolognese school. (1599-1666)
In this picture we have four characters, with Avraham, once again, as the central figure. Once again we
see the use of the two hands to express a position but here the hands have a very different role to the
last two pictures. Avraham is resolute and firm. His hands are employed here to make a clear
statement of rejection towards the two outcasts. He is strong and seemingly at peace with his decision.
One hand points a finger away into the world while the other serves as a barrier. Behind him, Sarah
has turned her back on the scene. The story is finished from her point of view although it seems that
she has one eye surveying the scene behind her to make sure that there is no last minute weakening. It
is clear there will not be.
Hagar is sad but proud and is able to look Avraham right in the eye. She seems to be saying, through
her eyes, that she can't believe the cruelty that Avraham is displaying towards his son. The boy is
weeping hard and Avraham ignores him totally. She on the other hand displays proper motherly
concern for her son. She is dressed simply, as a servant while Avraham is a great man of power. She
looks as though she has shed tears earlier. Avraham is dry eyed.
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4. JAN VICTORS. Dutch painter. (1619-1676)
Victors was a student of Rembrandt and shared his attraction for biblical subjects. His Avraham is not
totally unlike Rembrandt's own version in the print that we saw. Once again there is a hesitation and
uncertainty about Avraham's actions. One hand hovers in the air, above the head of Ishmael, perhaps
in a gesture of blessing and there is a distinct look of a man who is not at one with his action. His eyes
look vaguely into space unseeingly as if he is in fact looking inwards. They do not appear to see the
scene in front of him.
His Hagar is distinct. She appears to be hoping for a change of heart. Her hands are held together in a
gesture of supplication and her eyes plead with the unseeing man, looking up at the man who holds the
power and who, she thinks, controls her fate. In reality Sarah is that person and perhaps Hagar knows
that but she knows that her only hope lies with Avraham, and it might be that in this picture, she is
right. Sarah watches carefully, but she looks less certain than in some of the other pictures and her
finger is outstretched as if to steel the resolve of her husband, who has one ear stretched towards her.
Ishmael too has not yet accepted his fate. He is turned towards Avraham and his hand is held up
towards the man from whom he still hopes to get affection and a positive conclusion. He too, holds on
his back the arrows of his future. There is a halo of light on the top of his head and it is noteworthy
that the light (God's blessing?) encompasses the three figures of Hagar, Ishmael and Avraham,
carefully omitting Sarah.
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5. GIOVANNI CASTIGLIONE. Italian painter and engraver. (1616-70)
Castiglione has given us a very different picture indeed. His oil sketch, seemingly conceived as a
finished picture in its own right is a composed as a classical frieze. Echoing the influence of
Renaissance art, he places his figures neatly balanced carefully along the foreground while behind them
is typical classical architectural backdrop.
His Avraham has the body of a Greek god. He seems all powerful but appears here as a tragic figure
who for reasons that the sketch itself does not make clear - Sarah does not appear, the figures on the
left appear as bystanders included to give balance to the scene on the right – resignedly accepts the fate
dealt out to Hagar and Ishmael. He feels great affection for Sarah and places his hand gently on her
shoulder in a gesture of comfort. If only things could be different, he seems to suggest, but they can't.
Both Hagar and the little Ishmael figure are weeping. They make no attempt to stay the sentence.
Ishmael especially is bent towards the fate that takes them forward to the world of the wilderness. He
is naked, perhaps suggesting his vulnerability although his cherub light figure might here denote almost
a godly character. Most interesting, to the right of Hagar, behind her and out of her vision, there is the
figure of an angel who will clearly accompany Hagar and Ishmael into their exile. This is a scene of
enormous power.
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6. PIETER VERHAGEN. Dutch painter. (1728-1811)
This picture of Verhagen's has a totally different view of the scene. At the centre of this scene is the
figure of Hagar. She seems to be in control and all the rest of the figures are ranged round her trying to
solve the problem that she clearly represents to them. It is unclear whether they will succeed.
Avraham, on the right, clearly, is asking her – begging her, perhaps – to leave. He and Sarah are
clearly working together on this. Note that Hagar looks haughtily down towards Sarah who is making
eye contact with Avraham from an almost submissive position below Hagar. This is the proud and
haughty Hagar from chapter 16, who clearly looks down (literally!) on Sarah and perhaps on Avraham
as well. If she deigns to leave, it will be on her own terms.
Ishmael and Yitzchak look at each other. They are around the same age here and are presumably used
to playing together. They hardly look like potential rivals. Ishmael looks more ready to go than his
mother. One foot is forward and he holds his stick with resolution. His mother too holds her
provisions at the ready, but she will choose her time.
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7. Gustave Dore
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8. Willem Bartius /Abraham Pleads to Sarah for Hagar
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9. Rembrandt, Sending Off Hagar and Ishmael
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Art and the Tanakh: The Rescue of Hagar and Ishmael
For our second art exercise we go for a very different style, restricting ourselves to the modern art of
the last few generations rather than the classical styles that characterized our treatment of the
banishment of Hagar and Ishmael. Here, examining Hagar and Ishmael in the desert, the treatments of
the subject are often quite different according to period. The more classical (Dutch, French, Italian
sixteenth to eighteenth century) pictures invariably portray the two figures together with an angel. The
angel usually floats above the characters either immediately prior to the saving scene or helps
administer water to the dying child. Angels are far rarer in the modern treatments of the subject and in
the five versions of the scene that we bring here, only one, that of Marc Chagall, includes an angelic
figure. Another distinction of modern art is that it gives us a chance to include Jewish and Israeli
painters. Jewish art (as opposed to ornamentation, illumination and ritual art) does not precede the
nineteenth century. Of the five artists that we bring here, three are Jewish.
The scene is in many ways a much simpler scene than the one involving the banishment of Hagar and
Ishmael. Here, only two figures are involved and therefore we present only a brief description of each
picture.2

Jacob Steinhardt

2

See below a page of guidance for artistic analysis entitled Art as Parshanut (page 121) that should
be referred to at this point.
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1. ABEL PANN. Israeli artist. (1883-1963)
Abel Pann was the first Jewish illustrator of the Bible. His scenes were informed by a romantic feeling
for the land and its inhabitants, many of whom, Bedouins and Yemenites alike, he took as the models
for his illustrations of biblical women who especially enchanted him.
This picture of Hagar and Ishmael in the desert, shows the two characters against the stark yellows of
the wilderness. It seems like the beginning of the journey, because Hagar is standing straight, proud
and confident, wit the water jar on her shoulder. Ishmael, too seems physically fine, despite the fact
that the angle of his head and general posture shows him as a far more reluctant migrant than his
mother. The holding of the hands becomes the central point of the picture and makes Ishmael seem
vulnerable and childlike. It has been suggested that the angle of vision and the posture of the two
characters might well represent what Avraham was seeing as he said goodbye to the pair.
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Unknown, !9th C. Hagar and Ishmael
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2. MARC CHAGALL. Russian-French-Jewish artist. (1887- 1985)
Chagall was of course well known for the folk-like quality of so much of his art and that comes through
very clearly in his portrayal of Hagar and Ishmael as the angel prepares to descend towards them.
Here, Chagall departs from the biblical text, since his Hagar holds her son tenderly. She looks like a
Russian grandmother, hardly on the point of leaving life. Her body is full and her breasts are well
rounded. Ishmael too, looks like a mischievous grandson, struggling to escape to his games. The
dominant colour is grey-brown representing the desert while the red that splashes might represent
blood but could more conceivably represent the rising sun or God's glory.
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3. YAAKOV STEINHARDT. Israeli artist and printmaker. (1887-1968)
The artist Yaakov Steinhardt was well known for his prints, lithographs and wood-cuts. He made a
couple of versions of this scene, and this one, his more traditional version, shows an enormously tender
Hagar, perhaps prior to the final scene of despair. She cradles Ishmael's head and the angle of her
mouth suggests a rueful smile for the son for whom she has perhaps not yet lost hope. The harshness
of he background is clear and the light behind them, illuminating the scene is ambiguous. Either it is a
sunrise or sunset scene, or the light represents the beneficence of God, looking down on the two
wanderers.
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4. GUSTAVE DORE. France, Painter, etcher and sculptor. (1832 – 1883)
Dore's famous illustrations framed the imagination of many 19th century Christian bible readers.
Almost always, his scenes carry a strong dramatic (melodramatic) flavour and we see this clearly in the
present scene. Hagar is presumably praying, with Ishmael's body near here in the open (a clear
departure from the account on two counts). There are those who seek to make a parallel between the
angle and shape of Hagar's arms and body and the water-bottle thrown down in its emptiness. If so, the
metaphor is clear. Both vessels, traditionally seen as providers of life, are empty and can give no
sustenance. The desert could hardly be portrayed in a less hospitable story. In her despair Hagar
seems to be praying, something that the text itself does not give us but which was understood by many
commentators, who saw her crying out to God before her own death and the death of her child. They
saw her cry as representing the cry of the mother in prayer to God.

Thirst IV by Kadya Molodowsky
My pitcher lies, dry and thirsty,
And I walk through all the streets
Seeking out a drop of water,
And I am spent
Near my pitcher.
I lay my lips
To the roots of the trees,
I stretch with eyes and mouth
To the sky's rains.
And my tongue is bitter from roots of the trees,
My mouth is thirsty,
And my eyes ate tired from looking at the sky,
I seek my pitcher,
And it is dry
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5. VIRGINIE DEMONT-BRETON. French artist. (1858-1935)
A generation after Dore, another French artist gives us a different take on the scene. It might be
interesting to mote that this is the only woman among our artists. We here encounter the mother
pouring the last of the water into the mouth of her son. The boy is at the end of his strength but the
angle of the bottle tends to suggest that there is still water and the mother herself looks strong and
determined. She also seems collected and not hysterical. The desert once again is blindingly hot and
totally inhospitable. There are not bushes here for shade of any kind. It is not yet the end but it is clear
that for the boy at least, the end is only a matter of time.
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6. Rembrandt

Burial of Sarah in Cave of Machpelah
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